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Citrus Update

West Central Market News

Grapefruit:
• Limited amount of
grapefruit being harvested
in the Coachella.
Lemons:
• There are good supplies
of 165s and larger.
• Supplies are limited on
200s/235s. Mexican season
has ended.
Limes (Persian):
• Prices remain steady
But values are still with
110/150s.
Navel Oranges:
• There are deals on 113s
and smaller for the
upcoming holiday season.
Texas/Florida Citrus:
• Texas supplies are good.
Florida supplies on navels
and grapefruit are limited
this week due to Christmas
fund raising.

Specialty Mushrooms update : Chanterelle quality is poor,
Hedgehog Mushrooms are looking really good to sub.
Stone fruit: cherries and apricots from Chile continue to be in
good supply and quality is very good, tomorrow we are
expecting our first arrival of Chilean air freight nectarines and
peaches, prices will be high but quality is expected to be very
good.
Avocados: supplies out of Mexico continue to be good.
Broccoli, Broccoli Crowns, Iceberg, Romaine, and
Romaine Hearts supplies are very good and prices are
coming off.
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Cauliflower: after weeks of extremely high prices there is
finally some relief in the cauliflower market; prices have come
off and are still unsteady, we could see further decreases, we
are also in much better shape with Romanesco, orange
cauliflower, purple cauliflower, and broccoflower, supplies are
much better and they were last week.

West Central Produce
Specialty Citrus
• Satsuma, pomelo and
Fairchild have started.
Clementine oranges have
started with increasing
availability. Minnies and
blood oranges are starting
in the next few weeks.
Green and Red Bell Peppers:
• Prices have firmed for green
bell peppers from Mexico.
Production is on the increase,
however the size profile is
heavy to smaller sizes,
characterized by a wide range
in quality. Red and yellow bells
from Mexico will be in tight
supply through mid-.
December, possibly early
January; the harvest in
Coachella is winding down.

Celery: prices should be coming on but recent rain storms in
Oxnard and expected rainfall tomorrow is keeping this market
strong; farmers in the desert are just getting started and
volume is low, with the fields in Oxnard fields being flooded
pickers are having a hard time trying to harvest, this is making
for a temporary shortage and is keeping prices strong; as soon
as the feels dry up we should be in better shape and prices will
come off.
Melons: the entire melon market is in turmoil; watermelons
are coming up in short supply and prices are much stronger
than originally anticipated, shippers are transitioning from
northern Mexico fields to fields down south, they are not quite
ready down there and melons are not sizing up, normally we
buy larger size watermelons there are not enough big fruit to
go around, expect smaller than usual melons and stronger
prices, this just in, yellow watermelons are now available, we
will be receiving some tomorrow, Honeydews are also an issue
due to the switch from northern Mexico to the south, fruit is

Cucumbers:
• Good availability in Nogales,
however a wide range in
quality exists, with the best
quality product
commanding a premium.
English Cucumber:
Supplies are improving
more and more as product
becomes readily available
out of Mexico next week.
Expect to see improvement
as the weeks continue.
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coming up short and prices are on the rise, hardest hit is the Cantaloupe market, there is not very
much available Mexico is in light supply leaving us with only offshore fruit from Guatemala and Costa
Rican, currently we are only being quoted 9 count with 12 and 15 count arriving Wednesday or
Thursday, offshore fruit is demanding premium prices and no relief is expected until after New Year’s,
expect prices to remain very high and we cannot always guarantee that you will get the size
requested, on the positive side quality on the offshore fruit is excellent.
Potatoes and onions: no real changes here, supplies are good and prices are fairly steady.
Pineapples: despite the fact that demand is very good prices are very low.
The strawberries market is in San Maria California fruit is good is firm with occasional bruising and
white shoulder.
Black berries production and quality is good the from Mexico.
Roma’s are in good supplies the quality is good. Tomatoes good supplies of round vine ripe
tomatoes with little change in price.
NEW: Gold Kiwi New Zealand gold kiwi has arrived and quality is very good.
Brown figs New Zealand good quality.
Squash: Zucchini & Yellow: Tight supplies and high prices will continue. Availability is beginning to
improve in Nogales, although continued shortage in the East will support high prices in all districts.
Acorn, Butternut, Spaghetti: Availability is steady in the East and West.
Herbs: supplies remain steady. Chives are beginning to tighten somewhat as demand increases and
supplies begin to slow down. Basil is still being affected by Downey Mildew in the Baja Mexico fields,
though crews are staying ahead of the issue by trimming. Chervil and tarragon remain tight in supply
and shelf life.
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